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Silentio I would like to add that iTunes was a much better way of managing/organizing my music, so I never ever switched over.

It's so simple to add new music, add/edit tags, and you can even sync it to your phone or tablet. Anyway, I'm not sure how I
would feel about losing my music collection in case of a re-install. ~~~ Oh I see now, you don't actually have to uninstall iTunes
before you do this. iamdave _Oh I see now, you don't actually have to uninstall iTunes before you do this._ You do. In fact, you
have to do it twice. Once to start up the application and once to finish it off. This is why they make you wait 30 days before you
can do it again. Is that a problem? You don't really have to do it twice, but if it is a problem I guess it's a better choice not to do

it. In my (extremely simplified) opinion, it would be a much better choice to not reinstall iTunes. As to why you don't have to do
it twice, the reason is that you're waiting 30-days before you can put the updated copy of the application on the Mac harddrive.
------ sudonim If you go to you can purchase a serial number and use it to register in a new version of iTunes. Not the biggest
deal, but it'll only take a couple of minutes to do. Q: Unit test for an app that parses XML I have to write a unit test for a new

XML parser I've been writing. The problem is that I want to verify that I have some good data returned by the parser when using
any given XML input. Is there some good way of running through this in a test? I've read about testing XML by parsing it and
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